The importance of radiative corrections to hadron scattering is discussed, and the relevant formulas presented in a somewhat simpler form than has been given previously. Tables are given to enable the experimentalist to estimate the numerical importance of the corrections, or evaluate them by interpolation.
Introduction
The scattering of any charged particle is always accompanied by radiation, including both the emission and absorption of virtual photons and the emission of real photons, and a complete analysis of scattering experiments involving charged parti cles must include corrections for the effects of these photons. These corrections are known as radiative corrections, and they are routinely applied in the analysis of electron and/or muon scattering experiments, according to well-known procedures [1] [2] [3] . It seems to be less well known that radiative effects can also be significant for the case of hadron-hadron scattering. In fact, the radiative corrections are numerically important whenever the energy and momentum transfer exceed the rest mass of any particle involved in the scattering process. This means in particular that they should be included in almost all pion scattering experiments, with the possible exception of the Coulomb interference region and at very low energies (Tn<. 100 MeV). This was first pointed out by Sogard [4] who derived an expression for the radiative correction for elastic scattering which is easily modified to include processes of the type a -f b -> c -f-d.
Numerical examples were given which showed that the radiative corrections are rather large (of order of 20%) for large angle scattering at high energies in the case of 7rp, Kp, and pp scattering. They have also been shown to be non-negligible in the case of pion-nucleus scattering in the region of the (3,3) resonance [5] . Such corrections are not generally made in the analysis of experimental data, although the correct input for phase shift or other analysis is in terms of the radiatively corrected differential cross sections (Radiative corrections to such quantities as polarization parameters are generally small), as has been pointed out by Tromborg and co-workers [6] . Additional electromagnetic effects (notably Coulomb corrections and/or mass differences within an isotopic multiplet) must be taken into account in the more detailed analysis, which is made after radiative effects have been taken into account. These corrections have been studied extensively in [6] and [7] . However, these authors have not given detailed numerical pre scriptions for handling the radiative corrections. As an aid to experimentalists, it therefore seems useful to present numerical values for the radiative corrections to n p and pp scattering (elastic and charge exchange) as derived from Sogard's formula, for a range of values of energy and momentum transfer, to indicate when the radiative corrections can be expected to be numerically important. A reasonable estimate of the corrections to be applied can be obtained from the tables by inter polation. This paper is organized as follows: first a general discussion of the problem of radiative corrections will be given for the case of elastic scattering in which the scattered particle is detected and its momentum measured. By the straightforward application of kinematical identities (see [8] ), the expression for the radiative correction derived by Sogard [4] can be somewhat simplified. The simpler (but equivalent) version is given for the case of 7r±p elastic scattering, and for the case of charge exchange (Tirp -» 7r°n). Tables giving numerical values of the radiative correction, assuming a fixed energy resolution AEo for a large range of values of k (= piab) and 0 (c.m. scattering angle), as well as the coefficient of log(AEo/AE) are given. From these tables it will be possible to estimate the importance of the radiative corrections for a given experimental situation, and, in m any cases, to apply them without a great deal of calculation.
The formulas and numerical values given here are derived on the basis of the soft photon approxi mation, which, for pion-nucleon scattering, is likely to be valid for photon energies less than about 50 MeV (see [9] ). For high energies (&> 1 GeV/c we have set AEq = [x, the pion mass, while for lower incident energies AEq was set equal to one tenth the lab kinetic energy. In some cases these values are somewhat higher than the expected range of applicability of the soft photon theorem. On the other hand, experimental results on yip brems strahlung [9] near the region of the (3.3) resonance indicate that the soft photon approximation works surprisingly well up to i?r > 1 0 0 M e V , which is comparable to the largest selected value o f AEq. The error induced by neglecting possible off-shell effects in hard-photon emission is then expected to be small, and the values of the radiative corrections given in these tables should be fairly reliable.
General Discussion, Kinematics, and Formula for the Radiative Correction to Lowest Order in a In any experimental arrangement in which the scattered particle is observed, that particle is detected with a certain resolution Ap in momentum and Ad in angle. It is not possible to distinguish a process in which no radiation has taken place from the same process, accompanied by the emission of one or more low energy photons whose total energy is less than AE. Here AE is the maximum energy which an undetected photon can have without producing an observable modification of the measured kinematical quantities. Its value is determined by the experimental conditions. I f AE is not too large, these low energy photons are "soft", which means that their momentum is much less than the relevant momentum transfers involved in the basic process being studied. The probability for emission of such photons is determined only by the gross features of the charge and current distribution and the corresponding matrix element is proportional to the matrix element for the nonradiative process, independent of the spins of the particles being considered, of off-shell effects, or of the interaction dynamics (soft photon theorem). It follows that the soft photon contribution to the radiative correction, which is the dominant one, can be calculated independent of the reaction dynamics. This is not true for the contribution due to so-called "hard" (i.e. not soft) photons; these contributions are normally neglected, at least M-hen the particles involved are hadrons.
We consider a two body scattering process 1 -j-2 -3 + 4, as shown in diagram 1 (a) particle 1 is incident on particle 2, which is at rest in the laboratory. Particle 3 is detected at an angle 03 and momentum p 3. Particle 4 is the recoiling target. The other diagrams in Fig. l ( b -g ) represent processes involving the emission and reabsorption of a virtual photon and must be added coherently to the diagram 1 (a); the interference of the con tribution of these diagrams with that of 1 (a) produces a correction of order a (a = fine structure constant ^ 1/137.04) to the cross section calculated without allowing for such radiation.
Diagrams 1 (b-g) are infrared divergent; that is, they give an infinite contribution as the energy of the virtual photon goes to zero. As mentioned above, for such "soft" virtual photons, the dependence of the matrix element for the basic process on photon momentum or on off shell effects is negligible, and the contribution of the infrared divergent part of these diagrams can be extracted in a model indepen dent way. Other contributions from such graphs cannot be so calculated when the particle involved is a hadron. The infrared divergence is cancelled exactly (to order a) by the contribution to the measured cross section due to the emission of undetected (also soft) real photons, as represented by the diagrams of Figure 2 . This was first demon strated semiclassically by Bloch and Xordsieck [10] and later quentum mechanically by (among others) Yennie, Frautschi and Suura [11] . The resulting expression for the cross section is finite, and is given by the product of the nonradiative cross section and a factor whose dominant contribution is known. To be more specific, Fig. 3 represents the energy spectrum of particle 3 at a fixed scattering angle 03. We assume that the width of the peak is much less than the distance between the elastic peak and the threshold for inelastic processes. The tail on the low energy side of the elastic arises from real bremsstrahlung. For practical applications, the measured elastic differential cross section is defined as follow s: a cut is made at a distance AE below the elastic peak but above the inelastic threshold. After appropriate background subtractions are made, the yield above this cut is integrated. Dividing the integrated yield by the spectrometer solid angle and correcting for detection and identification effi ciencies gives the measured differential cross section dam/dDs. Events associated with the emission of real photons which are sufficiently low in energy that E3 is still inside the energy cut are included in the measured cross section; events in which brems strahlung has reduced E3 below the cutoff are excluded. If AE is sufficiently small that the factorization implied by the soft photon theorem is a valid approximation, the amount lost from the elastic peak can be determined and a correction factor applied. The radiatively corrected cross section can then be written as
The exponentiation of d and [11] .
Sogard [4] has calculated an expression for < 3 which includes the contribution due to radiation of a real photon of energy less than AE as well as the infrared divergent contribution due to emission and reabsorption of virtual photons. Other virtual photon contributions must be neglected in the case of hadrons even though it is known (see Refs. [2] , [12] ) that for the case of electrons or muons they contribute terms of the same order of magnitude as some which have been kept in the real photon correction. Thus the terms not proportional to log {AE) in the expression for 5 given below are somewhat uncertain. Since the terms involving \og{AE) dominate, this shortcoming is probably not serious. We remark that the authors of Ref. [6] treat these terms (not involving log AE) somewhat differently than is done here, and in [4] . The difference is a matter of definition as to which virtual photon contributions are attributed to radiative corrections and which to other electro magnetic corrections. For most applications the difference is numerically not important. In this work only the infrared divergent virtual photon terms were kept in the radiative correction. 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 0 .5 6 7 9 ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro 
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It is readily verified that for forward scattering (t -» 0), the value of 6 approaches zero. The radiative corrections can become numerically im portant whenever t > /a2= .0195 GeV2 provided the energy resolution AE is not too large.
The exact value of AE relevant for a given experiment depends on the experimental conditions. It is determined by the acceptances in angle and energy of the detector system and on the kinematical cuts made to define the reaction. It should thus be determined by the group performing the experi ment. I f the scattered particle is detected in a magnetic spectrometer, with very good angular resolution, then, if Ap3 is the momentum resolution I f the two final particles are detected in coincidence with poor momentum resolution, the value of AE will be determined mainly by the angular accep tances. It will be very useful if future experimental results could be given with radiative corrections included, along with the value of AE used. Tables   Table 1 (jrN) and Table 2 (NN) give values of 100 < 5+, 1 005-, and 100<$o> corresponding to the processes y r+ p -> 7 t + p , 7 r-p -> 7 i~p and n~p -> ?i0n, respectively (for the nucleon-nucleon case the corresponding processes are pp -» pp, pp -> pp, pp -> nn), for various values of laboratory momen tum (PLAB) and equally spaced values of center of mass scattering angle 6. The first column gives p \ab in GeV/c, the second column gives W = |/s = total center of mass energy in GeV, the third column gives 0 in degrees, the fourth column gives the squared momentum transfer |i| in (GeV/c)2, the fifth, sixth and seventh columns give d+{AEo), d-(AEo) and Öq{AEq), all multiplied by 100, while the last three columns give values of the coefficients C + ,C -and Co (also multiplied by 100) of \n(AEo/AE) which occur in d+{AE), d~{AE) and <5o(Zl^7), respectively. For a given value of AE we then have, for each process Ö{AE) = d {A E 0) + C \n{AEo/AE) .
Description of the
As mentioned previously, for ^ia b > l GeV/c, the value of AEo was taken to be equal to the pion mass. For the case of scattering at lower energies, this value is rather unrealistic, as better energy resolution is always obtained. For this case, the value of AEo was taken to be one tenth of the incident particle's lab kinetic energy.
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